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No. 37
Date: November 5, 2018
Mr. Chairman of the Iraqi National Investment Commission
Subject/Objection of the Construction of a Residential Complex
We underline the significance of the promotion of investment, given its crucial role to advance the situation of our
country in all respects and to revitalize the economic activity and contribute to alleviate unemployment and create
jobs. However, it must not have negative effects on the agricultural activity, community peace, or demography in
areas where minorities have always been subjected to demographic changes.
Segments in the Nineveh Plain, especially the Shabak component, whose affairs are discussed here, have
compound problems related to the absence of administrative and municipal units by which any land distribution
according to birthplace would be enabled. At the same time, since 2003 until now the local authorities refuse to
distribute lands to them, given the lack of state-owned lands in these areas. It is worthwhile to allocate these few
lands to build administrative and municipal units in addition to service departments and public utilities, which are
more important than residential building projects which only benefit the wealthy or middle classes, and neglect
poor and destitute people.
Dear Mr. Chairman of the Commission,
Please find attached a request submitted to our office by the citizens of Bazkertan and Bartella refusing the
construction of a residential compound on part of their village’s lands, on the grounds of the aforementioned
reasons and data provided in the request copy, attached to this document. We call upon the Investment Authority
to stay of the proceedings of the project and find an alternative place for it elsewhere.
A copy of this request for the Nineveh Investment Commission.
Best regards,
[Signature of Qusay Abbas Mohammed]
Member of Parliament
Qusay Abbas Mohammed
Representative of the Shabak Constituency in the Iraqi Parliament
1. Administrative and financial affairs/duly issued
2. Legal affairs/a copy of the request for Nineveh Investment Authority, to pause the project until determining a
fair solution for all parties (signature of Sami al-Aaraji)
11/5/2018

